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ABSTRACT 

Change management within regulated environments among a multi-functional team, over different 

projects can pose many challenges. Recent enhancements to SAS Enterprise Guide have added new 

debugging features along with tools to monitor and maintain audit trails of SAS programs. These 

features are easy to use and powerful. There are also other tools apart from SAS such as GitHub that can 

also be used to manage changes to SAS programs. This paper will evaluate all the tools mentioned to 

find the best solution.  Some of the criteria included in this evaluation include: 

1. Ease of Use – How easy is it for users to gain program change management capabilities. 

2. SAS Environments – Apart from an EG project file, can it adapt to SAS files in batch mode or 

stored processes. 

3. Configuration and Administration – Ease of setup and does it require additional administration 

efforts beyond those of a SAS programmer. 

4. Features Rich – How many different useful functions does the tool have for SAS programs and 

related outputs. 

Data integrity is of paramount importance in a regulated environment which involves tracking changes 

and maintaining an audit trail. Uniqueness of a statistical computing environment is due to system 

configuration and the end user’s usage of the application. Thus, the selection of an optimal change 

management tool that does not significantly impact user’s productivity is imperative.  

EVALUTATION OVERVIEW  

The objective of this evaluation is to identify a tool or a set of tools to help manage the changes in SAS 

programs during the development of an analysis and reporting within a small team.  This will allow the 

team members to collaborate on the SAS programs, while maintaining greater integrity.  The evaluation 

will be from the perspective of a programmer.  However, other members such as: statisticians, data 

mangers, IT support staff or other related team members will contribute to the evaluation.  Although 

each tool has different strengths and weaknesses; the goal is to identify the best tool that is most 

efficient for a small SAS programming groups. 

Every computing environment and end user behaviors are unique. Therefore, this paper will describe 

the pros and cons of tools for one example group, rather than to identify a solution that is universal.  

This is in hopes that the results can help others identify the best solutions for themselves.  Some of the 

attributes of the current group and computing environment where this evaluation is performed include: 

 Group Size – The projects that include SAS programmers, validation testers, statisticians, data 

management, and reviewers can range from 5 to 15 members.  There are multiple projects 

running simultaneously which can lead to team members switching among teams.  The larger 

group that works on all the projects combined range between 60 to 120 members.   



 Server Operating System – Users log onto a Windows Server using remote desktop to run SAS 

9.4.  The desktop or laptops run Windows 7 while the server runs Windows 2008 R2.   

 Access Permissions – Users access are controlled by active directory domain groups.  An IT 

administrator works in collaboration with a business administrator to set groups which then are 

assigned the specific folders and related files with the desired permissions. 

 Manual Change Control – Prior to utilizing the tools being evaluated, users would manually 

document changes by updating the program header that includes the user’s name and date 

pertaining to major changes performed to the program. 

The implementation of a new tool requires major changes to the current computing environment.  An 

evaluation needs to be performed to correlate the tool benefits as opposed to the users work flow 

changes.     

EASE OF USE  

One of the main criteria used in this evaluation is to measure the ease of use of the tool for a SAS 

programmer to gain the benefits of SAS programs change management.  This section elaborates upon 

the user’s requirements as it relates to usability of the tools and how the tools meets these needs.  This 

can span from a general user experience to a more specific feature culminate to aiding the user in 

managing changes to their programs.   

SAS Enterprise Guide has one of the most user-friendly interfaces for SAS programmers to manage 

change control.  For SAS programs embedded to EG projects, the user can perform the following steps 

to start to track changes. 

1. Commit – From the program editor within SAS EG, click on the “commit” button on the upper 

right. 

 



2. Change Description – There is an option to type a short description capturing the meaning of 

this change. 

 

There is no arduous configuration or setup for this, if the SAS program is embedded in an EG project.  

For external SAS programs on the file system, there are additional configuration requirements.  The 

difference can be seen on the project tree on the left panel within EG.   

The embedded program is shown as just the running man icon.  

However, an external SAS program file will have a “shortcut” arrow on 

the lower left of the icon.  If the SAS environment were to use 

embedded SAS programs and programs are stored within SAS EG 

project files, this is the most user-friendly interface for committing 

changes. 

In addition to committing changes, reviewing a program history to see 

what changes were made and rolling back to a previous version is just 

as easy.  This is accomplished through the following steps. 

 

1. Initiate History – Click on the “History” button that appears on the upper right next to the 

“Commit” button. 

 
2. Review Old Programs – This brings up a history view listing out all the previous versions that 

have been committed.  By clicking on the specific version on the top panel list, the 



corresponding SAS program code is displayed on the lower panel. 

 
3. Reverting – If an error is found in the current version of a program, the user can view an older 

version by clicking on the “Revert” button in order to roll back to the selected previous version.   

These user-friendly steps allow users to perform the most common tasks in managing changes to their 

SAS programs.  This makes for a user experience that is both intuitive to use and integrates well into the 

SAS Enterprise Guide and SAS interface. 

An important distinction with the above features is that it is available for embedded SAS programs 

which are added to an EG project.   To access SAS programs that reside on the file server directly, users 

will need to add them into an EG project and “embed” the files by navigating through to the properties 

menu within the process flow as shown below: 

 

 

This step will need to be applied one at a time for each “external” SAS programs. The advantage is that 

once embedded, all the features of change control describe above is available. The disadvantage is that 



users can no longer use their “external” SAS programs residing on the file system since those files are 

not synchronized with the corresponding programs embedded into the EG project.  This may impact the 

workflow and should be evaluated accordingly. 

On a related observation about EG project files; each project file is designed to be edited by one user at 

one time.  Other tools evaluated in this paper provided an option for multiple users to be able to edit 

the SAS programs at the same time. The current version of EG does not allow for this since it will lock 

out a second user attempting to edit the same project file.    EG works well for a single user, however, if 

a multi-user environment is required, this can be a limiting factor.  

SAS ENVIRONMENT  

The main tools being evaluated in this paper are implemented on a Window server with users logging 

onto to the server using remote desktop.  All the files such as SAS programs and related SAS datasets 

and output files are stored within folders controlled through active directory.  The general computing 

environment is primarily using Microsoft operating systems and tools.  If the evaluation were to be 

performed within a different operating system such as Unix or if everything needs to be applied through 

a thin client web browser, the evaluation criteria and end results will be very different. 

Even though it is not the focus of this paper, two other tools were also reviewed that is not applied 

within a Windows Server environment.  This includes SAS LSAF and Entimo. These solutions provide SAS 

program change control but do more in providing an entire environment to manage projects for SAS 

programmers within the Biotech Pharmaceutical Industry. 

The following section captures steps illustrating how LSAF manage change control for this evaluation. 

1. Login using URL: https://lsaftell.ondemand.sas.com/lsaf/flex/index.jsp  

2. Navigate to “Repository” and then the path:  

 
 

https://lsaftell.ondemand.sas.com/lsaf/flex/index.jsp


3. Right mouse click on a program such as d0_dm.sas and select “Checkout” 

 
Note the icon of the program will then indicate it has been checked out. 

4. Open the “Workspace” and then navigate to the corresponding path:  

 



5. Double click on the program d0_dm.sas. In the program editor, edit changes in program header: 

 
6. Scroll down within the program and insert new code such as this example: 

 
7. Click on the “Save” icon to save the update. 



8. Right mouse click on the program in the Workspace and select “Check In” 

 
9. Enter comments to document what has been checked in. 

 



10. Verify that the icon no longer has the checked-out arrow. 

 
11. Navigate back to Repository to verify on properties that a new version has been modified. 

 



12. Double click to confirm that the new version code is showing in the repository. 

 
13. Within the Work Space, scroll to the right and verify that the version is “1.1” and status is green. 

14. Right mouse click on the program and select “Version History”. 

15. From the history, click on version 1.0 and view the old version by clicking on the “Open” button. 

 



16.  Verify in the read-only view that the program code is the old version. 

 
17. Repeat this for the new version. 

SAS LSAF is a web based software which works well within a multi-user environment.  However, it does 

not allow two different users from making updates to the same program at the same time.  This is 

referred to as “branching” and “merging” in other tools.  SAS LSAF will lock the program when it is 

checked out, so subsequent users will not be able to check it out at the same time.  This can allow for a 

straight forward method of managing changes among different team members.  Depending on the work 

flow, it can be a limitation since it does not support simultaneous editing of a program by multiple users.  

CONFIGURATION AND ADMINISTRATION  

The selection of the change control tool can be affected by how the tools are configured.  This will 

require clear communication and collaboration between the Business administrator or SAS programmer 

and the IT system administrator.  The SAS programmer provides clear and specific business 

requirements pertaining to the SAS program change control tool implementation.  These requirements 

will help the IT system administrator formulate the recommended configuration options.  Some key 

requirements that will contribute to this decision include: 

1. Folder Level – At the lowest level, the folder used for the change control repository can be 

applied to the folder that stores only SAS programs for that project.  A higher level can include 

the SAS programs and other folders for input data and output reports.  Even a higher level than 

that can include all global macro and utilities which the programs will use.  The repository can 

be applied at these different levels, but a decision is made to select one that works best for the 

SAS programming team. 



2. Repository Deletion – The database that the software uses to store all the versions of related 

files can be stored locally in a folder that the user can easily view and potentially delete.  If it is 

required that the SAS programmer cannot view or delete this repository database, then this will 

influence how the tool will be configured. 

3. Local vs Web Server – The tool can be configured to upload the repository over a web server so 

that the user does not have direct access to the repository database files. The other option 

would be that all repository related files be on the same file system that the user has direct 

access to.  Another related consideration is if the user needs to download the files to their local 

laptop as compared to viewing it on the file system where it is originally stored. 

4. Branch and Merge – A simplistic approach is to have a single version with all updates needing to 

merge back to the final version.  The terminology used is that the “trunk” is the final version and 

updates are made into “branches” of the “tree”.  The SAS programmer must then decide that 

there can only one branch at a time, or can there be multiple branches that creates challenges 

when merging these multiple branches back to the final “trunk”. 

Once the above requirements are clearly communicated between the SAS programmer to the IT system 

administrator, this will inform the type of configuration and tool selection. 

FEATURE RICH 

It very unlikely that one tool can match perfectly with all the specific requirements of any working 

group.   The goal then for this evaluation is to identify distinct functional requirements that would add 

value and then try to grade each tool upon these key areas.  In our evaluation, these are some of those 

features: 

Feature Description 

Setup Repository Creating a new Repository of SAS programs 

Checkout Checking a program out repository 

Commit Commit a new program change 

Change Description Capture a description of the changes to a program 

History Review history of changes to a program 

Difference Compare current with previous version for differences 

Open Editors Open programs into editors for easy edits 

Roll Back Review and roll back to older versions 

Locking Multiple users locking  

Merging Multiple user merging changes 

SAS Integration How well it integrates current SAS process 

 

Each one of these features will be tested with sample SAS programs and graded by a few SAS 

programmers.  The scoring is between 0-4; with a value of “4” being the highest score, going down to 

“0” for failing or not having the feature.  The grades will then be summarized among testers to identify 

the highest score for the best tool.  The list is not comprehensive and the method may not be 



completely scientific.  However, it is sufficient for the purpose of identify the tool that best fits our 

requirements. 

The following figure summarizes the findings in the various categories.  The lighter shades indicate the 

average of the multiple evaluations. 

 

Figure 1 – Evaluation Summary  

The average score for all the criteria is summarized on the right.  Although SAS EG had many user-

friendly interfaces for SAS programmers, the change control features are relatively new and is not as 

feature rich as compared to GitHub Desktop and TurtoiseSVN.  These non-SAS tools have been around 

for many years and its maturity in this arena shines.  SAS LSAF is more sophisticated and scored well.  It 

has many other features outside of change management which was not included in this evaluation.   

CONCLUSION  

The ability to be able to manage SAS programs as they are being updated during its development, 

especially in a multi user environment with hundreds of SAS scripts is essential.   Since SAS programs 

contain the main intellectual property of any data analysis; this capability becomes a business necessity.  

In some regulated industries, managing change control can also be a legal requirement.  At a minimum, 

all the tools evaluated in this paper contain sufficient capabilities in retaining old versions of a SAS 

program and can be used to maintain changes to the code along with capturing comments explaining 

the updates as the programs as they are being developed.  The areas of distinctions which sets the tools 

apart are how it integrates with SAS programming and supporting multi-users branching and merging 

capabilities.  The user experience and user friendliness can be personal preference but are also very 



different among the tools.  In summary, if the environment does not require multi-user branching and a 

SAS program locking can be applied, then SAS Enterprise is a very cost-effective way of deploying a user-

friendly tool for users to use.  This is with the caveat of adhering the workflow to using EG project files 

as compared to SAS programs stored as scripts on a file system.  If the SAS programming is performed in 

a regulated environment such as the pharmaceutical industry, then SAS LSAF has advantages in the 

features it provides that are industry specific.  Otherwise, the GitHub Desktop and TortoiseSVN both 

provide a good solution for multi-user support including capabilities of managing multiple branches and 

merge features for managing change control for SAS programs as compared to locking, which SAS EG 

and SAS LSAF is designed for.   The final decision for selecting a tool is driven by your specific 

requirements and work flow within a specific environment.  With the options presented in the paper, 

there is a good option to meet most SAS programming groups needing to manage changes to their SAS 

programs. 
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